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“Supreme Fictions”? Early Modern Russian Accounts of the Ottoman Empire
tant studies that could have helped the author support
and nuance key claims concerning the Europeanization
of Russian diplomatic institutions and ceremonial (for
examples, see the discussion of chapter 1 below). The
book also includes several handsomely reproduced illustrations and a map of the Ottoman Empire in 1801; none
of these, however, is integrated into the text.

Victor Taki’s Tsar and Sultan is the first book-length
study of Russian accounts of the Ottoman Empire from
the seventeenth to the middle of the nineteenth century.
Based on analysis of published Russian diplomatic correspondence, war diaries and memoirs, statistical accounts,
and travelogues, Taki asserts that Russians’ evolving perspectives on the Ottoman Empire “constitute a crucial aspect of Russia’s discovery of the Orient and an equally
important chapter in the story of Russia’s Westernization.” Framed as a cultural history of Russian empire,
diplomacy and war, the book promises to offer “a new
perspective on Orientalism in general and Russian Orientalism in particular” (p. 1). Taki is right to emphasize the importance of his sources for understanding the
formative period in Russian-Ottoman relations, and he is
correct to view it as a period of transition—from Muscovite to self-consciously imperial times, from military
parity between the two powers to Russian superiority—
one that witnessed the secularization and Europeanization of the study’s informants. And Taki succeeds in
presenting consistently stimulating, though not always
cogent, arguments concerning two contentious topics in
Russian historiography: the process of Russia’s “Westernization” and the applicability of Saidian “Orientalism”
to the Russian case.

Since Taki considers his book to be “above all” a contribution to the study of “Orientalism” and its Russian
variant, and since the word “Orientalism” has multiple
meanings, it is worth examining how he deploys the
term. While taking his cue from Edward Said’s Orientalism, Taki distances himself from Said’s definition of
Orientalism as a “Western style of thought for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient,”
and states that both Said’s criticism of “Western academic
Orientalists” and scholars’ subsequent criticisms of Said’s
project are “largely irrelevant” to his own study (p. 6). At
the same time, Taki follows Said in viewing Orientalism
as “a style of thought based upon an ontological and epistemological distinction made between ‘the Orient’ and
(most of the time) ‘the Occident’,” where “the basic distinction between the East and West [is accepted] as the
starting point for … accounts concerning the Orient, its
people, customs, ‘mind,’ destiny, and so on.”[1] Like Said,
The book comprises an introduction, five chapters, a Taki is concerned with representations of “the Orient,” “a
conclusion, almost sixty pages of notes, a bibliography, mental construct rather than objective reality.” Much as
and an index. Not all works cited in the notes appear in Said’s informants produced general images of “an Orienthe bibliography, however, and both omit several impor- tal [who] lives in the Orient … lives a life of Oriental ease,
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in a state of Oriental despotism and sensuality, imbued
with a feeling of Oriental fatalism,” so the “operation of
substituting the lived experience of Eastern societies by a
Western image of the Orient,” according to Taki, can also
be found in Russian writings about the Ottoman Empire
(p. 7).

tured, for example, in apocryphal letters that circulated
widely in seventeenth-century Muscovy, and in the work
of the country’s poets in the eighteenth century.[6] Nor
were Russians the only writers to fixate on the realm of
the sultan. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
Europeans and Ottomans composed myriad accounts of
Russian-Ottoman encounters, including histories of their
Efforts to apply Said’s approach in Orientalism to the
wars.[7] The Russian-Ottoman War of 1768-74, for exRussian case inevitably confront two main problems, one ample, generated no fewer than twenty publications in
theoretical, the other empirical. The first problem is in- English, French, German, and Italian.[8] Ottoman statesherent in Said’s binary mode of analysis, which because man Ahmed Resmî Efendi (1700-83) left an account of the
it tends to essentialize and reify the categories of Orient war, while Ottoman historian Ahmed Vâsıf Efendi (ca.
and Occident, cannot adequately account for the com1730-1806), who himself had been captured by the Rusplexity and variety of European representations of nonsians during the war, had much to say in his writings
Europeans. In the same way, a binary model cannot ac- about relations between the two empires.[9] In the eighcount for the complexity and variety of Russian represen- teenth century alone, there were more than thirteen Ottations of the Ottoman Empire, as Tsar and Sultan pow- toman court historians, all of whom, presumably, wrote
erfully yet paradoxically demonstrates.
about the Porte’s northern rival. It would be interesting
The second problem has to do with Russia’s historical to know to what extent and in what ways such accounts
development. “In Russian experience,” as Susan Layton informed Russian accounts of the Ottoman Empire prior
has observed, “the cognitive boundary between ‘us’ and to the middle of the nineteenth century.
the oriental ‘others’ often grew blurry because Asia inIn addition, some readers will likely wish Taki had
terpenetrated Russia so extensively in geographical, his- said more about the specific contributions of prerevotorical, and cultural terms.”[2] Indeed, as David Schim- lutionary Russian and Soviet historians on the subject
melpenninck van der Oye and others have shown, Rus- of Russian-Ottoman relations. The claim that prerevolusians’ views of Asia and Europe have always been comtionary Russian, Soviet, and Western scholars have proplex.[3] Taki appears to be aware of these facts, yet devided “a nearly complete picture of Russia’s wars and
ploying words like “ambivalence” and “paradox” in dis- diplomatic negotiations with the Ottoman Empire” is
cussing Russian representations of the Ottoman Empire problematical (p. 6). Consider the historiography of the
cannot ultimately free him from the theoretical straight- Russian-Ottoman War of 1768-74, arguably the most conjacket of Said’s binary mode of analysis, in which the sequential of all such wars. A. N. Petrov’s 1866-74 multitotalizing and fixed categories of “Europe” and “Asia,”
volume history of the war (which Taki cites but does not
“Self” and “Other” tend to obscure what Homi Bhabha
discuss) remains the most thorough examination of the
has called the “living perplexity” and “cultural hybrid- war, and it can hardly be described as unbiased. To my
ity” of cross-cultural encounters.[4] Because Taki does knowledge, no archive-based study of the war has since
not discuss the critical literature concerning Saidian Ori- been published in any language. Meantime, the history
entalism and its Russian variant, the problems associated of the diplomacy surrounding the war remains underwith Said’s analysis haunt his own analysis.[5]
studied.[10] The study of early modern Russian-Ottoman
Taki’s discussion of the historiography concerning relations, while not in its infancy, appears to be stuck in
Russian-Ottoman relations is cursory and somewhat mis- a kind of protracted adolescence.
leading. He states that Russian writers after 1725 pubThe book’s cogency, however, largely turns on how
lished more work on the Ottoman Empire than they did effectively Taki is able to show that Russian accounts of
on France or Germany, and that the Ottoman Empire the Ottoman Empire are best understood as representawas “the subject of the greatest number of publications” tions of “the Orient,” figments of a “Western” imagina(pp. 4, 12). In light of these claims, which are notetion, or what Said called “supreme fictions.”[11] Chapter
worthy but unsubstantiated in the book, it is surpris1 focuses on Russian diplomatic ceremonial and argues
ing that Taki views late nineteenth- and early twentieth- that beginning in the second quarter of the eighteenth
century Russian historians as “the pioneers in this field” century, Russian diplomats sought to “Orientalize” Ot(p. 5). In fact, educated Russians had been writing about toman diplomatic practices in an attempt to assert the
the Ottoman Empire since the seventeen century—it fea- power and prestige of the tsar and to undermine that
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of the sultan, while also asserting Russians’ own “European” identity (pp. 19, 20). It shows that ceremonial
was sometimes a source of conflict between Muscovite
and Ottoman diplomats, and that while the former went
to great lengths to preserve the tsar’s honor by adhering strictly to their detailed instructions, they pragmatically conformed to Ottoman protocol as circumstances
dictated.

educations and knowledge of the subtleties of European politics; the introduction of a system of diplomatic
ranks and European nomenclature into the Russian political lexicon; and the recruitment of foreigners into
Russian diplomatic service, men like the Piedmontese
Count Francesco (Frants Matveevich) Santi and the Swiss
Calvinist Baron Georg von Habichtstahl (Gabikhstal’),
who as ober-tseremoniimeisters facilitated the adaption
and incorporation of Baroque ceremonials into the RusTaki is less successful in demonstrating the Euro- sian context. While Taki is right to emphasize the Europeanization of Russian diplomatic ceremonial. He claims peanization of Russian diplomatic ceremonial in the eighthat a 1740-41 Russian embassy to Constantinople was teenth century, he passes up opportunities to draw on the
modeled on Habsburg diplomatic ceremonial, but neither
work of specialists to support his claims.[13]
describes its salient features nor explains which of them
were incorporated into Russian practice. Similarly, he
In chapter 2 Taki reconstructs the experiences of
writes of “the European model of international relations” tsarist subjects in Ottoman and Crimean Tatar captiv(p. 225n44) without indicating the model’s distinguishing ity. Though few in number in comparison to western
features. This makes it difficult for the reader to assess European accounts of Barbary captivity, Russian captivthe extent of the Europeanization of Russian diplomacy. ity narratives are used by Taki to “illustrate the changing
It also raises and important question that Taki never social and cultural profile of their authors and readers,”
addresses: How best to describe early modern Russian as well as their familiarity with “Western” accounts of
diplomacy? Was it “European,” “Asiatic,” or sui generis? “Barbary slavery” (p. 55). Taki shows that the instituHistorians have addressed the question, but Taki appears tions involved in reintegrating tsarist subjects into Rusto be unfamiliar with their answers.[12] More problem- sian society changed over time, moving from the Patriatical for Taki is the fact that he is unable to show that the arch’s Office in the seventeenth century to the educated
leaders of Russia’s “grand embassies” to Constantinople public in the eighteenth century. Noting the secularizain 1740-41, 1775, and 1793-94 viewed relations with the tion of Russian perspectives on captivity narratives in
Ottomans in terms of an East-West dichotomy, or that the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Taki also shows
they insisted on being accorded the ceremonial respect that they were increasingly represented less as “a probshown to “European” ambassadors. Instead, Taki shows lem of individual sin and salvation” than as “a political,
that what mattered most to Russian diplomats with re- social, and economic problem of the state” (p. 65). In
spect to ceremonial was strict adherence to past prece- the nineteenth century, the authors of captivity narradent, not European models. Only one of Taki’s infor- tives emphasized both the “barbarous customs” of their
mants is shown to have placed the Ottomans outside the captors (pp. 75-82) and the nobility of their Turkish libcategory of “European” nations (p. 43), but his testimony, erators (pp. 83-86).
as discussed in the book, arguably falls short of “OrienIn these pages, it is sometimes unclear whether Taki
talizing” the Ottomans. Even in the nineteenth century,
views
captivity narratives as reliable sources of informawhen educated Russians did increasingly deploy “Oriention about the past, or as repositories of mythical repretalist” tropes in their descriptions of the Ottoman Empire,
sentations of Ottoman “Orientals” (p. 56). He characterat least one Russian consul ascribed to Constantinople
izes one Russian account, for example, as a “description
membership in the “civilized world” (p. 45).
of the Barbary States” (p. 72). The account was writThis is not to deny the reality of the Europeaniza- ten by a participant in the Russian 1770 naval expedition
tion of Russian diplomatic institutions and ceremonial to the Mediterranean Sea, which passed by the shores of
in the eighteenth century, but rather to suggest that the northern Africa where the Barbary States were located.
process is not clearly explained in the book. Surpris- This Russian account of the Barbary States is the only one
ingly, Taki has little to say about the reform of Mus- that is shown possibly to have informed a Russian captivcovy’s ambassadorial office (Posol’skii prikaz) under Pe- ity narrative. In any case, the classic Saidian themes of
ter the Great; the creation of the College of Foreign “Oriental backwardness, degeneracy and inequality with
Affairs and a special ceremonial office within it, based the West”[14] do not feature prominently in the texts dison European models; the creation abroad of a network cussed in chapter, nor do their Russian authors explicof permanent diplomatic representatives with European itly characterize the Ottoman Empire and its peoples as
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“Eastern” or “Oriental.”

paring “civilized” to “barbarous” warfare from a Scottish
historian, effectively demonstrating the Saidian notion
that Orientalism is “a system for citing works and authors.”[15] By this time, it was increasingly common for
Russian writers to characterize Ottoman ways as “Asian”
and “Oriental.” Curiously, though, Taki treats both negative appraisals of the Ottomans (e.g., their purported “ignorance and ferocity”) and positive ones (e.g., “no army
of is more beautiful, majestic and splendid than the Turkish one”) as examples of “the Orientalization of the enemy” (p. 104), leaving this reader to wonder whether it is
even possible to write about the Ottoman Empire without
“Orientalizing” it.

Chapter 3 focuses on Russian soldiers’ perspectives
on the Russian-Ottoman wars of the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries. Taki argues that in making sense of
the “peculiarity” of Ottoman warfare, Russian observers
tended to assume the superiority of “the Western ‘art of
war,’ ” and to view Ottoman soldiers as “barbarous” (p.
94), and that Russia’s “the systematic adoption of European military institutions and practices conditioned the
Russian perception of the Ottoman way of war” (p. 96).
The problem here is that Taki does not explain which institutions and practices were adopted by the Russians.
It is one thing to say that Russian officers “could learn
about” (p. 97; emphasis mine) Habsburg military arts by
reading European literature devoted to the subject, and
another to show how such literature was used in training
the Russian officer corps, and to explain precisely which
Habsburg (or other European) institutions and practices
were adopted by the Russian military establishment. Nor
do Taki’s eighteenth-century informants tend to attribute
Russia’s success in wars with the Ottomans to the adoption of European military science. The Russian diplomat Semen Voroontsov was not sure whether to attribute
Russian success in the 1768-74 war to Ottoman decline
or Russian progress in the military arts, while General
Grigorii Potemkin pointed to Russians’ prior experience
fighting the Ottomans, and General Mikhail Kutuzov to
“the deftness and vigilance of the commander” as keys
to success against the Ottoman army (p. 96). As Taki
himself shows, Russian officers questioned the applicability of at least some European military theories to the
challenge of fighting the Ottomans and argued that future war plans ought to be based not on theory but on the
careful study of previous Russian-Ottoman wars. Indeed,
influence appears to have worked at least sometimes in
the opposite direction, as Russian innovations in military
tactics—here Taki provides specific examples: “rejection
of the [sic] linear tactics, attack in small squares and
columns,”—“anticipated the post-1789 transformations in
the European art of war” (p. 99).

Chapter 4 examines Russian textual representations
of the Ottoman Empire prior to the mid-nineteenth century for what they reveal about educated Russians’ ideas
concerning the Ottomans and Russia’s relation to Asia
and Europe. Taki claims that Russian authors “followed Western European models” and at the same time
used “Western Orientalist idioms” to emphasize Ottoman
weakness, assert Russians’ membership in “European
civilization,” and also question the meaning of that very
term. Taki also claims that following defeats in wars
against Russia, the Ottoman government sought to “emulate Petrine policies of military modernization,” thereby
following the Russian example of adopting European military models (p. 130). Taki succeeds in showing the diversity of Russian perspectives on the Ottomans. Some Russians praised certain aspects of Ottoman administration
while others emphasized the perceived weakness of its
political and military establishment; some viewed the Ottoman “Other” primarily through a religious lens, while
others focused on secular aspects of Ottoman statecraft.
Taki also shows that the theme of Ottoman “decline” became more pronounced in Russian accounts over time.
The problem here is that Taki too often claims but
does not show that western European models informed
the Russian accounts discussed in the first half of the
chapter. In the second half of the chapter, Taki helpfully provides multiple examples of eighteenth-century
Russian translations of European texts that Said himself might well have characterized as Orientalist. Unfortunately, Taki provides neither summaries nor analysis of the translations, and what he claims about “academic Orientalism in [Petrine] Russia”—that it amounts
to “in many respects a false start” with limited influence
on Russian society (p. 143)—would seem to undermine
his argument concerning the “Westernization” of Russian perspectives on the Ottoman Empire. In discussing
the development of academic Orientology (vostokovede-

The strongest evidence of Russian borrowing of European ways is in the area of literature. To judge by
Taki’s evidence, Andrei Nikiforovich Pushkin, writing
in the second quarter of the nineteenth century, was
one of the first Russian writers to compare the “military art of the Enlightened nations,” including Russia,
to that of the Ottomans, and the “ignorance and ferocity of the Asians” to the “art and cold-bloodedness of
the Europeans” (pp. 99-100). Here Taki convincingly
demonstrates that Pushkin borrowed the idea of com4
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nie) in late imperial Russia, Taki wisely relies on the work
of David Schimmelpennink van der Oye and Vera Tolz
and concludes, surprisingly given his own theses, that
“the primary Saidian meaning of Orientalism as a Foucauldian nexus of Western knowledge about the Orient
and Western power over it does not apply to Russia’s encounter with the Ottoman Empire in the first half of the
nineteenth century.” Instead, Russian Orientalism was,
according to Taki, “a style of thought based on an essentializing binary distinction between the ‘Orient” and
the ‘Occident’ ” (p. 144). “A highly ambiguous practice,”
the borrowing of Western Orientalist idioms amounted
to the Orientalization of the Ottoman Empire while revealing “the limits of Russia’s own integration into the
‘Occident’ ” (p. 145).

Balkan groups appear in Russian accounts as possessing
contradictory qualities: they might be depicted as heroic
or villainous, erudite or ignorant, industrious or indolent,
or some combination thereof, depending on context.

In the book’s conclusion, Taki asserts that Russian accounts of the Ottoman Empire “contributed to the emergence of the [sic] modern Russian identity” (p. 205), and
rightly concludes that the relationship between the Europeanization of Russian writers and the “Orientalization”
of Ottomans in their writings was “not all that straightforward and unambiguous” (p. 206). He shows that Russians and Ottomans had different ways of conducting
diplomacy and waging war (though there were similarities, too), that the difference is “ultimately irreducible to
the clash between ‘Europe’ and the ‘Orient,’ ” and that
Interestingly, Taki shows that Russian authors se- Russian principles and practices in these areas “deviated
lectively borrowed Western Orientalist idioms and were from European patterns” (p. 11). Ultimately, Taki succareful to omit passages that might invite readers to view ceeds in demonstrating that modern Russian identity was
Ottoman and Russian institutions as more similar than complex, that Russians’ ideas about Europe and Asia,
different. Because Western perspectives on the Ottoman the Ottoman Empire and its subject peoples, and their
Empire were diverse, however, the Orient-Occident dis- own continental identity varied over time. Rather than
tinction was not always emphasized. For one French con- “Orientalizing” Ottomans, it appears that early modern
stitutionalist commenting on the Greek uprising of 1821, Russian writers typically employed the ancient rhetorithe problem was not that Ottoman society was “Orien- cal device of “othering,” sometimes stressing Ottomans’
tal,” but that it constituted an illegitimate society within purported Asiatic qualities, sometimes emphasizing their
Europe. For other contemporary observers, though, Ot- place within Europe. The realm of the sultan was, after
toman empire was the creation of “wild Asiatic peoples all, at least to some minds, the “sick man” of Europe.
… determined to remain Asiatic barbarians,” who created
Tsar and Sultan deserves to be read and debated. The
a “prison for all the Europeans who dwell in it” (p. 150).
above criticisms notwithstanding, Taki has made an imIn chapter 5 Taki observes that Russian-Ottoman portant contribution to the study of the political, military,
wars provided educated Russians with more informa- and cultural history of Russian-Ottoman encounters. The
tion concerning the Balkan subjects of the Ottoman Em- book can be profitably used in teaching the history of
pire. As a result, Russians came to view “European Russian empire, and scholars and students alike should
Turkey” through the lens of specific Balkan peoples. Taki appreciate the author’s erudition, lively style, and enthushows that educated Russians’ perspectives on Greeks siasm for the material.
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